VISUAL DESIGN INTERNSHIP

Do you want to contribute to a greener planet? Put your visual design skills at use at Justdiggit!

**Job description:** Visual Design Intern

**Starting date:** February 2022

**Duration:** Minimum 4 months

**Hours a week:** 32-40 hours

**Education level:** Secondary vocational training (Dutch MBO) or University of Applied Science (Dutch HBO)

**Years of experience needed:** 0

**Salary indication gross per month:** €250

**Field:** Creative, Design, Content

**Location:** Amsterdam and remote

---

**WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?**

For this internship it’s important that you:

- Are at least a 2nd year student of your study in the creative branch (for example studies at universities like Grafisch Lyceum, Artemis, NEW school or Communication & Multimedia Design at the college of the arts)
- Are available for at least 4 months for a minimum of 32 hours a week
- Have a good command of Adobe CC: Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign
- Have a passion for our regreening mission!
- Are proactive and come up with new creative ideas
- Have knowledge of social media and online trends

Nice additional skills, but not required: video editing, 2D/3D animation, web- and mobile design, illustration, UX/UI-design, copywriting

---

**WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING AT JUSTDIGGIT?**

As a visual design intern you will support our art director and marketing team in every form of visual communication: from off- to online! You’ll help design graphic image- or video material for online use, such as social media posts, presentations and newsletters. You’ll also work on offline expressions such as advertisements in magazines or designing billboards. Finally, you will help us come up with marketing communications campaigns and our social media strategy.

As an intern at Justdiggit you will get a lot of responsibility, space for personal development, for your own creative ideas! You will thus play an important role within our team.
ABOUT JUSTDIGGIT

Justdiggit is committed to combating desertification and drought in the world by developing and implementing large-scale regreening projects in Africa. Besides projects, we show the world that there are solutions to reverse climate change through our international awareness campaigns. We do this with a 'can do' result-oriented mentality, ambition, and entrepreneurial spirit. More information about who we are and what we do can be found on our website.

WHAT DO WE OFFER?

- Good work experience in a fast growing non-profit organization
- A small organization with the possibility to come up with your own new creative concepts
- Work in a fun, motivated and informal team in the city center of Amsterdam
- Internship allowance of €250, - based on 40 hours per week

APPLY NOW!

We are committed to building a team that includes and welcomes people of different genders, ethnicities, faiths, sexual orientations, and other diverse backgrounds.

If you are interested in this position, please send your CV and cover letter to info@justdiggit.org. Do you have any questions about this vacancy? Please contact Cris van Wolffelaar on telephone number: 020 7372366.